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ABSTRACT

These studies were related to :

The Field Emission thruster has been
recently tested in pulsed mode ant this
has opened a new field of possibilities
for Spacecraft attitude control. The
test results can be summarized in the
following manner :

- Small low cost astronomical satellite
with long life. FEEP offers a much
greater total impulse than cold gas
and
is
less
disturbing
during
observation.
- Large astronomy spacecrafts

- The pulses are reproductible, either
the
Emitter
voltage
or
the
accelerating Electrode voltage can be
controlled to provide the pulses and
the minimum impulse bit can be as
small as 10 E - 8 N.s.

-

Some model missions, where FEEP offers
significant advantages, has been
proposed. They deal with fine attitude
control and / or drag compensation.

1. PULSED FEEP TEST RESULTS

The mission analysis leads to the
definition of simple and lightweight
propulsion systems for each case. A
flight experiment to verify these
promising capabilities is proposed.

The FEEP thruster has been tested at
ESTEC in Facility 2. The test results
are detailed in another paper. Here will
be reported only the most striking
results.
These tests has been performed on small
3 cm emitters. After initial experiments
with laboratory power supplies coupled
to high voltage relays, dedicated power
supplies - able to operate in pulsed
mode were developped.
The pulse
duration was varied between
a few
milliseconds and several seconds. It was
found that the minimum usable pulse
length was 40 milliseconds ; this was in
good agreement with the transient time
to establish an hydrodynamic steady flow
in the emitter slit. Either emitter or
accelerating electrode voltages can be
pulsed. Pulsing the accel. may lead to a
small residual thrust due to the minimum
emitter to accel. voltage.

SINTRODUCTION
The FEEP thrusters have been proposed up
to now for NSSK of geostationary
satellites. A system study was performed
on that subject by SEP in 1984. It was
thought since several years that FEEP
could be used also for attitude control
purposes. The tests have been made at
ESTEC in order to verify the pulsed
operation characteristics,
The tests have been performed at ESTEC
on Facility 1 and Facility 2 (See Table
1.1) with the following objectives :
-

Simultaneous drag compensation and
attitude control of earth observation
satellites : this kind of spacecraft
presents a varying drag due to solar
panel rotation and atmosphere density
; several FEEP thrusters can be used
to compensate exactly the drag force
in a proportional mode even during
observation periods.

Identify the acceptable parameters
variation (Voltage variation, pulse
duration, rise time and fall time)

- Evaluate the pulses reproducibility
SThe results were very good and gave
way to several studies of application
to
attitude
control
and
drag
compensation.
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actuators like the hydrazine
thrusters are activated the fine
pointing cannot be reached.
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THE FINE POINTING WITH FEEP :
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The FEEP thrusters can be used either in
pulsed mode like a cold gas system or in
proportinal mode.
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The pulsed mode may induce structural
vibrations by excitation of flexible
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So the proportional control

may be preferred in the most critical
cases.
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The figure 2.1 gives the relation
between torque pulses (corresponding to
a thruster with a lever arm of 1 m and
r.n

thrust of 0,1 to 10 mN during 100 as)

S.

and angular speed for several spacecraft
inertia. It

S31.M

can be seen that the

resulting angular speed is very small
(some arc sec per minute) which shows
the great interest of FEEP for fine
attitude control.

onnuous

The number of pulses for the whole
spacecraft life could be very high : 107
to 19i pulses for a total impulse of
4
5. 1 0 N.S. This is clearly out of reach
W

of cold gas systems simply for valve
life
reason and mass budget.
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The application of FEEP to the reference
missions outlined in table 2.2. will be
analyzed in more details.

2. POTENTIAL SCIENTIFIC AND EARTH
RESSOURCE MISSIONS :

8' ("/mn)

The missions requiring fine pointing are
12.0

generally scientific (astronomy) or

related to earth observation.
Another field of interest is related to
precise positioning of two spacecrafts
for space interferometry purposes or to
distributed attitude control of very

1000n2kg

100n2kg

flexible structures.

The table 2.1 summarizes the potential
applications.

/

/

It can be seen that the main
applications are related to fine
attitude control and / or drag
compensation missions.

0002kg

.12

These missions are studied in detail for

C (NMs)

10e-5

10e-4

10e-3

three cases :

Fig 2.1

- one large astronomy satellite

- one small astronomy satellite
- one large earth observation spacecraft
like ERS.

Large scientific
acecraft
Lare scientific spacecraft
The disturbance torques on a large
scientific satellite like ISO are due to
solar radiation pressure and aerodynamic
drag. The application points of these
h e cc.
oc at ed o
o t llocated
re n
i el ds a
fforce
o r c e ffields
are
not
onn tthe
.
s o l a r p an e l a n d
t
n d d epen d
he
on
a
g.
of
other appendices orientation. The table
2.3 gives an example of disturbance
torque values.

the22o giv l
The tabe
characteristics
model
these model
of these
characteristics of
spacecrafts.
The spacecraft inertia cover almost two
orders of magnitude, which will lead to
different thrust levels for the attitude
control thrusters but the pointing
requirements are nearly in the same
class for both spacecrafts.
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TABLE 2.1
FEEP attitude and orbit control missions

Earth observation

FEEP FUNCTION

MISSION

SPACECRAFT FAMILY

- Sun synchronous,
optical payload

- fine attitude control

800 Km orbit,

- drag compensation

Astronomy

- Sun synchronous, 600 Km orbit,
radar payload

- fine attitude control

- geodetic

- drag compensation

. Optical mission (IR,

Vis, UV,

- Fine attitude control
(better than 1 arc sec)

X)

. Radioastronomy

- Compensation of torques due
to solar pressure and
gravity gradient.

. Interferometry in space

- attitude control
- mutual positioning

Geostationary

. Telecommunications

Total attitude and orbit control

Experimental platform or
satellite

Microgravity experiment

drag compensation attitude
control.

TABLE 2.2
CHARACTERISTICS OF MODEL SPACECRAFTS
Large astronomy
spacecraft

Small astronomy
spacecraft
Mass (Kg)
Length x width x height
(Body) (m)

100 to 500
2 x 0,5 x 0,5

2000
6 x 2 x 2

Earth observation
spacecraft
2500
6 x 2 x 2,5

Inertia (m2 Kg)
IX
Iy
Iz

200
450
450

2000
5000
5000

10 000
2 000
10 000

Mission
duration (years)
normal
extended

0.5
5

2
5

4
6

pointing
requirements
orbit parameters

electrical power (W)
Conventional AOCS

2 axes : 1"

2 axes : 1"
500 Km circular
or
geosynchronous
50 to 200

12 h. elliptical

Sunsynchronous

500

3000

hydrazine thrusters
* reaction wheels

cold gas
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angular speed

hydrazine thrusters,
magnetic torquers,
reaction wheels.

These torques are normally countered by
reaction wheels on 3 axes spacecrafts.
The wheels are desaturated either by
magnetic torquers - e.g. ERS 1 - with
little or no consequences on the fine
pointing or by hydrazine thrusters e.g. ISO. - and in that case, the fine
pointing is lost during desaturation
followed by the fine pointing restoring
transient of about 15 an.
So. there is no way to insure a full
time fine pointing mission with chemical
thruster wheel unloading.

The pointing direction changes, often
required on astronomy payloads, require
significant actuating torques, which are
also essentially cyclic, so it is not
advisable to put on FEEP the requirement
to deliver these torques.
Therefore the workshare between FEEP
attitude control thrusters and reaction
wheels can be summarized as follows ;
FEEP thrusters : wheels unloading and
non periodic disturbance torques
compensation.

This can be performed by FEEP thrusters
since the torque delivered can be
selected between t 5 mNxm for example.
This is fully compatible with the torque
capability and digitalization of wheel
driving motors i.e.
* 100 mN.m divided
in 127 steps.

Reaction wheels : periodic torques
compensation and large torque delivery
for change of pointing direction.
SMALL SPACECRAFT ATTITUDE CONTROL :
The fine pointing of a small astronomy
spacecraft requires very small torques.
Disturbing torques are generally lower
-4
than 5 10
N.m (solar pressure offset,
drag and gravity gradient).

The obvious conclusion is that FEEP
could be used directly to perform
attitude control, since the torque steps
are smaller than these provided by a
reaction wheel. However this is true
only :
-

As far as rapid slew from one point to
another is not required, a low torque
actuator can be used for retargeting.

if
the constant disturbance torques
are larger than the periodic ones

- if there is no requirements
the pointing directions.

Angular speeds of one arcmin per second
are generally sufficient. A thrust of 1
mN with a lever arm of 1 m applied
during 10 s is sufficient to provide
such an angular speed.

to change

The periodic torques are generally
larger than the constant ones (gravity
gradient, aerodynamic drag on LEO with
inertial pointing) so it is better to
counter these terms by a reaction wheel
at least from the electrical power and
thruster lifetime point of view.
Table 2.3

Therefore, a low thrust system is
sufficient to provide all the attitude
control functions of a small spacecraft
while obeying to stringent pointing
requirements.

Typical disturbance values on a large scientific payload spacecraft in highly elliptic orbit

OPERATIONAL ORBIT

Disturbance torques
(N.m)

Tx

0.0010

Ty

0.0029

Tz

0.0015
0/0
X

Angular momentum
requirements per orbit
(Nms)

TABLE 2.4

Z

non-cyclic
disturbance torque

3.84

6.81

6.61

Cyclic disturbance
torque

2.07

0.43

3.65

-

11.50

13.00

5610

9959

9650

Operational slews
Total angular
Momentum (two year
(N.m.s)

Y

per axis
s)

25216

Total

Characteristics of a FEEP attitude control system for a small spacecraft
Maximum thrust level
Total impulse per TanK
Number of thrusters per tank
Emitter length (one emitter per thruster)
Positive high voltage
Negative high voltage
Thrust risetime
Thrust falltime
Thrust modulation
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mN
:1
:500 N.S (- 80g of Cs)
to 4
:3
:3 cm
: + 6Kv
- 1 to - 6Kv
<
50 ms
:
: < 50 ms
:63 levels

DRAG COMPENSATION :
Since such an attitude control system is
much simpler than the combination
presently in use, this opens the way to
an easier access to demanding astronomy
mission with small budjets.

Atmospheric drag and solar pressure
compensation is needed to avoid orbital
parameters changes.
Generally this is compensated by
chemical thrusters actuations every 15
days on every 6 months according to
altitude and solar activity. As

The characteristics of a possible
propulsion system for such a spacecraft

are given in table 2.4. Since the cesium
mass is very low, it is no more
interesting to use valves and quantity
sensors as in the previous NSSK layouts.

indicates the table 2.5, the atmospheric
drag can vary two orders of magnitude
according to solar activity.
These short duration corrections induce
a variation of the semi major axis,
which shall be followed by a correction
of the excentricity.

This leads to a new thruster concept as
illustrated on figure 2.2. The various
emitters are connected to a single tank
and are fed by capillarity.

These manoeuvers are perturbuting and
the mission has to be either interrupted
or degraded during conventional
manoeuvres.

A single heater is sufficient to raise
the temperature of tanks and emitters
above 28.5'C.

On the other hand, continuous drag
compensation by FEEP ion propulsion
offers the following advantages :

The emitters are fed during acceptance
tests at ground, then protected by an
hermetic cover, opened only after
launch.
By this way, no bakeout is necessary in
space.

the
for
mission
uninterrupted
spacecraft life
- direct compensation of perturbating
force : the orbit sustains practically
no deformation
- simultaneous drag compensation and
attitude control.
-

The neutralizer shall be activated as
soon as an attitude correction is
necessary. To this end, the starting
shall be instantaneous. A promising way
seems to use field emission neutralizer.

In the case of SPOT/ERS, the drag force
is a maximum of 5iN (only during some
months every 11 years) with an average
value below 0.2 mN. So, one or
preferably two 5 mN thrusters are

Rg12

sufficient to perform drag compensation.

SOLUTION
CLUSTER: SEALEO
CONTROL
ATTITUOE
2 AXES

Hcic

Two thrusters can be slaved to two
accelerometers - like the ONERA 3 axes
electrostatic accelerometer for GRADIO in order to compensate drag and the
shift of its application point
(figure 2.4).

Jettisonbllcor

rTak

SYe Thruste
Thrutr
- Yna
+ Pitch Thruster
- Pitch Thruter
---- ---

=

It is obvious that this layout could be
used also to perform one axis attitude
control. By adding more thrusters to the
two cesium tanks it is possible to
perform full attitude control and drag
compensation. Such a system is depicted
on figure 2.5. while the system
configuration is shown on figure 2.6.
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TABLE 2.5
Yearly oV induced by atmospheric drag
versus altitude and ionosphere temperature
"2
(ballistic coefficient : 10 )

1500

2000

29

110

175

5

31

35

600

1.2

10

21

800

0.1

1.3

3.3

Temperature
('C)
Altitude (Km)
400

500

800

1000

7

1

TABLE 2.6
FEEP Thruster Assembly Chraracteristics
: 3
:5 mN max
:63
:500 g
:30 000 N.s
: 1700 h

Thruster number
Thrust level
Thrust steps
Cesium mass
Total impulse
Maximum operating time at full thrust
Expected average operating time at
reduced thrust
Active system duration
years)
Thruster assembly dry weight
Power supply module (TDPSM)
Central control (CPCM)

: 8000 h
:35000 h (4
: 4 Kg each
: 7 Kg each
: 3 Kg

Flight experiment
The flight experiment is intended to
verify the proper operation of pulsed
FEEP in space. This experiment must be
simple and of low power to be compatible
with a maximum of potential host
spacecrafts.

/

The proposed design includes a sealed
ion optics protecting the emitter and
tank from oxidation during ground
storage and launch. The lid is opened in
space (figure 2.7), so no bakeout is
Snecessary.
The tank and thruster assembly is
mounted inside an heating cradle which
provides the thruster thermal control.
(figure 2.8)
The thrust level will be 0.5 mN maximum
which corresponds to a beam power of 25

Fig.

2.5

W.

Thruster assembly
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TABLE 2.7

J

Projected Flight Experiment Chrcteristics
COVER*£TU*1
A_WO'

Maximum thrust

: 0.5 mN

Maximum be

: 25 W

power

Maximum imput power
Maximum input power
Average power
Dutycycle
Duty cycle
Dissipated power

4:5 W
: 10 W
20 W
1 %to
i
to 30

weight :
Thruster
eThrust
Electronics

e<

5 W

300 g
30 E
: 3 Kg
:

ectronics

<
<

e

Since the thruster is pulsed, the steady
power consumption will be smaller.
between 10 and 20 W according to duty

3

cycle.

Telecommand :

The table 2.7 summarizes the proposed
experiment characteristics.

- Lid opening
- Thrust ON
- Thrust OFF

It

could be embarked on one of the

following spacecrafts :

Telemetry :

- SPOT / ERS family
- European retriveable carries
- Dedicated midget spacecraft, piggyback
mounted.

8 bit words (depends on host spacecraft
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Conclusion
The FEEP thrusters had been tested in
pulsed mode and showed very
reproductible results and satisfactorily
endurance. FEEP is up to now the unique
ion propulsion system able to be used in
pulsed or proportional control mode.
The system study showed that FEEP can
provide pointing accuracies below one
arc sec. and can be used for wheel
desaturation or drag compensation
without attitude disturbance which is a
great progress with the present
situation.
The system design has been updated with
respect to the NSSK design in order to
take into account the characteristics of
the mission ; the system must be ready
to fire at any moment, a special kind of
neutralizer has to be used. The mission
requires at least 6 thrusters (without
redundancy) therefore the system has to
be simplified by an increased subsystems
commonality (Cesium supply, thermal
control) ; the thrust and electrical
power are smaller than in NSSK
operation, however, no major redesign is
needed with respect to the continous
operating system.
It can be concluded that FEEP is a
promising system for demanding attitude
control missions. A small flight
experiment is proposed to verify the
pulsed operation in space.
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